
Need help finding correct part number
Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 5. Juni 2004 um 19:26

Hi,
First I appoligize for the English.

On VWVortex Touareg forum we are trying to figure out how to install the start/stop button in
the center console. VW of America doesn't give us the start/stop button in the USA. We have
figured out everything required to install the button except which piece of wood trim we should
get. There are nearly 50 different pieces of wood trim in that one area. See this PDF (part nbr
22) for all the variations.

http://tm-techmark.com/touareg/PDFfiles/863-50.PDF

What we currently have is just two holes in this wood trim. One for the mirror adjustment and
one for the 12V outlet. We do not have the key switch on the right side of the shift lever. So we
need to find the wood trim that has 3 holes. The mirror adjustment control, the 12V plug AND
the start button.

In order to do this we need to figure out the model coding: 4F2, 4F6, 4K0, 4K3, and 4UD.

If anyone can be of help here, please contact me: spockcat@netzero.net

Thanks.

Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 7. Juni 2004 um 17:49

Anyone have wood trim with just three holes? Here is what our US spec Touaregs have for
center console:

[Blockierte Grafik: http://tm-techmark.com/touareg/auxins…339-640-480.JPG]

Here is what we need if we are to do the start/stop button modification:

[Blockierte Grafik: http://tm-techmark.com/touareg/auxins…341-640-480.JPG]
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Information on the installation is here:
http://forums.vwvortex.com/zerothread?id=1430345 and here:
http://forums.vwvortex.com/zerothread?id=1432941

Beitrag von „darkdiver“ vom 7. Juni 2004 um 18:01

keep on looking

Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 7. Juni 2004 um 18:32

Zitat von darkdiver

keep on looking

It would help if you could check the model code of your car for 4UD or 4UE. The model code
sticker is under the rear cargo floor just above and to the right of the spare tire. Please tell me
if you have 4UD or 4UE and how many holes you have in this piece of wood trim.

Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 7. Juni 2004 um 19:40

Zitat von spockcat

It would help if you could check the model code of your car for 4UD or 4UE. The model
code sticker is under the rear cargo floor just above and to the right of the spare tire.
Please tell me if you have 4UD or 4UE and how many holes you have in this piece of
wood trim.

Look for the sticker upper left hand corner:
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Beitrag von „rollo68“ vom 8. Juni 2004 um 14:07

Hello Spotcat!
I drive a Touareg V10 with
start-stop-button and
wood decoration. The part number for the decoration reads 7L6 863 916 CT 2WE
the designation 2WE is the wood color.
If you need more help write us.

MFG
Roland 

Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 8. Juni 2004 um 17:36

Roland,

Thank you VERY MUCH for your reply. So this wood trim piece does not have the key switch to
shut off the airbag on the right side of the shift lever? It has only three holes?

Not that I do not believe you but I want to be sure we are understanding each other. This is
because the part number 7L6 863 916 CT 2WE has the model code of 4UE and the MSP page
says "driver and passenger airbags with the possibility of deactivating front passenger airbag".
I took that to mean that there is a manual switch to turn off the passenger airbag and that
switch is on the center console.

A picture would completely cure my fears.

Jim

Beitrag von „rollo68“ vom 8. Juni 2004 um 18:21

Hello!
I don`t know what you mean. I did two photos quickly. Look at these.

Roland 
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Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 8. Juni 2004 um 18:55

Roland,

There is a hole in front of the flashlight and to the right of the shift lever. I have been told this is
to shut off the passenger airbag. We do not have this option in the USA and thus we cannot
have this hole in the wood trim. You have confirmed that the code 4UE will get a wood trim with
this hole.

Still looking for wood trim without this hole.

Jim

Beitrag von „darkdiver“ vom 9. Juni 2004 um 13:41

Hi,

my VW Specialist give me one information about the hole for the KeylessSystem Startbutton.

i just receive some News.

The piecenumber: 7L6 863 916 DQ (color code 2WE)
This piece have no hole for Airbag, but must be have the hole for keyless Startbutton.
The Piece is specialy for US market
In germany the price is 96 Euro

cu Eric 

Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 9. Juni 2004 um 14:51

Many thanks for the info. I certainly owe you a beer the next time I am in Germany or you are in
the USA.

Incidentally, I went to look at a new V10 tdi at a local dealer yesterday. It will cost me my V8
plus $22,000. VW has priced the V10 about $12,000 above the V8 here in the USA and my V8
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has 17,000 miles and is 10 months old. I am seriously considering moving up into the car.
Jim

Beitrag von „darkdiver“ vom 9. Juni 2004 um 15:08

tell me what you are thinking about the V10 ???

greating to USA
Eric

Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 9. Juni 2004 um 21:13

I loved the power of the car. A nice increase in torque over the V8. You can really feel the
difference. Better fuel mileage would be nice too.

Jim

Beitrag von „Thanandon“ vom 10. Juni 2004 um 14:38

v10 would be right choice for you, believe you me, you will love it.... 

Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 11. Juni 2004 um 02:40

I have agreed with the dealer to purchase the V10. 

Beitrag von „Thanandon“ vom 11. Juni 2004 um 08:19
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Jim you are THE man. You will not regret it. Ma ynext one will also be a V10, reimport from the
States possibly. Only time will tell. Enjoy the torque and do send us some pix!
Congrtas to an excellent choice.

Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 5. Juli 2004 um 01:25

Zitat von darkdiver

Hi,

my VW Specialist give me one information about the hole for the KeylessSystem
Startbutton.

i just receive some News.

The piecenumber: 7L6 863 916 DQ (color code 2WE)
This piece have no hole for Airbag, but must be have the hole for keyless Startbutton.
The Piece is specialy for US market
In germany the price is 96 Euro

cu Eric 

Alles anzeigen 

Thanks to darkdiver for the part number info I have been able to install the keyless start in my
V10 and a friend's V8. 

Here are a couple of photos:

http://tm-techmark.com/touareg/keyles…0in%20place.jpg

http://tm-techmark.com/touareg/keyless/Img0523_DSC5698.jpg

And my installation instructions for others to follow:

http://tm-techmark.com/touareg/keyless/keyless.htm
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Thanks again Eric!

Jim

PS: When are we going to find out how to make the video stay on the navigation while driving?

Beitrag von „darkdiver“ vom 5. Juli 2004 um 08:26

Hi Spockat,

Wow Great Work. 

Well done. Do you think this can be installed in some R5 or V6 too ?

best regards
Eric

Beitrag von „Thanandon“ vom 5. Juli 2004 um 13:50

Awesome!!!
Like I said Jim, you are the man!!!

 

Beitrag von „spockcat“ vom 6. Juli 2004 um 00:30

Zitat von darkdiver

Hi Spockat,

Wow Great Work. 

Well done. Do you think this can be installed in some R5 or V6 too ?
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best regards
Eric

I haven't looked at the wiring diagram or parts list but it might be possible to do even if the car
doesn't have the keyless system. But you would need to install the keyless antenna in the car
(the one under the center console does the sensing for the start I think) and you might need a
different key.
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